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What is the mystery surcharge on California gas? | KMPH
Southern California motorists are paying nearly a dollar per
gallon in gas taxes, and a UC Berkeley professor says they
also pay a “mystery.
The Mystery of the California Gasoline Premium Deepens –
Mother Jones
Sadly, the report takes a pass on the term Mystery Gasoline
Surcharge, opting instead for the much less evocative
“residual price increase”.
Astronomers probe a baby star's mystery gas flows | Space |
EarthSky
California's gasoline prices are outrageously high, and no one
knows why — except maybe the petroleum companies, and they're
not telling.

Hidden gas tax? California lawmakers ask AG to look into
'mystery surcharge'
Mystery Gas: An Analysis of Mass Hysteria*. SIDNEY M. STAHL.
Purdue University. MORTY LEBEDUN. Tri-County Mental Health
Center. Kansas City.
PD Editorial: Mystery gas surcharge warrants AG investigation
Because the processes that form natural gas began millions and
millions of years ago, it has always lurked beneath the
surface of the Earth, ready to be found.
Related books: 10 Questions Science cant answer yet, Appeal to
Honor, Cuentos esenciales (edición ilustrada) (Spanish
Edition), A History of Islam in America, River Reckoning
(Trouble in Trespass Book 1), Lifes Little Bumper Stickers,
Última Chamada Apaixonado (Portuguese Edition).

The companies instead sent the Western States Petroleum
Association, a trade organization, which at the time declined
to share information on prices, Borenstein said. Suggested
citation: Borenstein, Severin.
LawmakersthankedthePMACforourfinalreportonthemysterysurchargeinSe
The CEC issued a preliminary report on Friday. The companies
instead sent the Western States Petroleum Association, a trade
organization, which at the time declined to share information
on prices, Borenstein said. He has published extensively on
the oil and gasoline industries, The Mystery Gas markets and
pricing greenhouse gases. Inprint.They used the ALMA telescope
to observe a slow outflow and a high speed jet from a newly
forming star. With the election of a new governor, Beall said
it is time to take another look.
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